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ABSTRACT
We introduce TLHaar, an n–bit to n–bit reversible trans-
form similar to the S–transform. TLHaar uses lookup ta-
bles that approximate the S–transform, but reorder the co-
efficients so they fit into n bits. TLHaar is suited for loss-
less compression in fixed–width channels, such as digital
video channels and graphics hardware frame buffers. Tests
indicate that when the incoming image data has lines or
hard edges TLHaar coefficients compress better than S–
transform coefficients. For other types of image data TL-
Haar coefficients compress up to 2.5% worse than those of
the S–transform, depending on the data and the compres-
sion method used.

KEY WORDS
Image Processing, Fixed–Width Transforms, Wavelets, Im-
age Compression

1 Introduction

Integer wavelet transforms have what is termed dynamic
range expansion. Simply put, dynamic range expansion
means that the range over which wavelet coefficients can
take their values is larger than that of the input domain.
This usually requires that the number of bits required to
hold the wavelet coefficients is greater than the number of
bits required to hold the input data (for a discussion of dy-
namic range expansion and its effects see [1]). A common
integer wavelet transform is the S–transform [2], which is
an integer version of the Haar wavelet transform[3]§. The
Haar transform is defined by:

H̃ =
B − A√

2
(1)

L̃ =
A + B√

2
(2)

∗L–419, PO Box 808, Livermore, CA 94551, U.S.A., Tel: 925–422–
3764, Fax: 925–422–7819

†L–561, PO Box 808, Livermore, CA 94551, U.S.A.
‡One Shields Ave, Davis, CA 95616, U.S.A.
§Throughout this paper H̃ and L̃ denote coefficients produced by Haar,

Ĥ and L̂ denote those produced by the S–transform, and H and L denote
those produced by our method, TLHaar.

and the S–transform by:

Ĥ = B − A (3)

L̂ =
⌊

A + B

2

⌋
. (4)

where A and B are two adjacent values to be transformed.
In the S–transform dynamic range expansion is due to

the subtraction that occurs in the transform procedure—it
is necessary to store a sign bit for all nonzero high–pass
coefficients. These sign bits present some problems. First,
there is raw data inflation: the number of bits required to
store the transformed data is greater than that required to
store the original data. Second, since modern computers
store data in 8-bit chunks, an actual implementation that
takes (for example) 8–bit inputs must store each 9–bit co-
efficient in a data type 16 bits wide, thus consuming twice
the memory bandwidth. If this transform is being done in
a fixed–width hardware environment and 16–bit values are
unavailable, some data loss will result.

Referring to the Haar equations 1 and 2, if we remove
the normalization by

√
2 we have the non–normalized Haar

transform Ḣ = B − A and L̇ = A + B (note that Ĥ =
Ḣ). We see from figure 1 that the non–normalized Haar
transform expands the domain by

√
2 and rotates it by 45

degrees. This gives new high– and low–pass values a range
twice that of the original domain, as measured along the
axes. It should be obvious that if the inputs to the non–
normalized Haar transform are limited to an integer domain
then the range will also contain only integers. Furthermore,
the number of positions occupied in the range will be equal
to the number occupied in the domain, with the range being
organized in a lattice.

The S–transform takes advantage of the space in be-
tween entries in the range lattice, and “squashes” the non–
normalized Haar range so that its low–pass values fall into
the original domain. This squashing L̇ → L̂ is done by
right–shifting L̇ one bit, thus eliminating the LSB. Be-
cause the LSB of Ḣ and L̇ are identical, no information
is lost during the squashing process—the LSB needed to
reconstruct L̇ can be taken from Ĥ—and the transform is
completely reversible. While this effectively eliminates dy-



namic range expansion from the low–pass coefficients, the
range of high–pass coefficients is still expanded.
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Figure 1. Domain and range of the non–normalized Haar
and S transforms.
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Figure 2. TLHaar transform process.

In [4] a wavelet transform for binary images (bilevel,
1 bit per pixel) that overcomes these problems is described.
We present one solution to these problems in the more
general greylevel case: the Table–Lookup Haar (TLHaar)
method, a reversible n–bit to n–bit transform. Because it
is a fixed–width transform TLHaar is particularly suited for
lossless compression and use in environments with fixed–
width channels, such as digital video and graphics hard-
ware frame buffers. TLHaar uses two lookup tables (LUTs)
called AB2HL and HL2AB, each of size 22n. These ta-
bles make the transform’s range equal to that of the domain
while preserving the coefficient magnitude ordering rela-
tionships of the Haar transform.

To evaluate TLHaar we assembled a suite of 8–bit im-
age sets, with each set containing images of a particular
type (bilevel, shaded line art, photographs, etc.). We then
implemented and optimized TLHaar and the S–transform.
We recorded their execution times and compressed the co-
efficients they produced with several coders. Our tests indi-
cate that TLHaar is up to 44% faster than the S–transform,
particularly when transforming data in large chunks. For
data that have sharp edges, such as bilevel, line art, and
computer generated images, coefficients generated by TL-
Haar compress better than S–transform. For other types of
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Figure 3. The HL2AB LUT for n = 3, showing a column
and row breakout. Entries are (A,B).

data the compression ratio is up to 2.5% worse, depend-
ing on the data and compression method used. Since TL-
Haar was developed to first address the problem of dynamic
range expansion, we feel these compression ratios are ac-
ceptable.

2 Table–Lookup Haar

Table–Lookup Haar (TLHaar) performs a Haar–like trans-
form, replacing the averaging and differencing steps with a
single table lookup. TLHaar uses a set of two 2D lookup
tables, called AB2HL and HL2AB. Each table contains 22n

entries, with each entry being 2n bits wide, the upper and
lower n bits each containing a value. AB2HL is used when
performing a forward transform. It takes two n–bit data
values A and B as indices and produces a 2n bit value,
where the upper n bits are the high–pass value H and the
lower n bits are the low–pass value L. HL2AB is used
when reversing a transform, similarly converting (H,L) to
(A,B). The transform process is illustrated in figure 2.

2.1 Transform LUTs

The HL2AB table used in TLHaar is designed to mimic
the true Haar transform by satisfying equivalent ordering
relationships on the magnitude of the high–pass values and
low–pass values within each respective row and column of
the table.

∀L : |H̃i| ≤ |H̃j | ⇐⇒ Hi ≤ Hj (5)

∀H : L̃i ≤ L̃j ⇐⇒ Li ≤ Lj (6)

For the transform table to be reversible there must be a 1:1
mapping between entries in the two tables. We therefore
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Figure 4. From left to right, the (A,B) → H , (A,B) → L, (H,L) → A, and (H,L) → B transforms, as taken from the
AB2HL and HL2AB tables. Black = 0, White = 255, (0,0) is the lower–left corner of each table.

initialize each with an identity transform: AB2HL[i, j] =
(i, j), HL2AB[i, j] = (i, j). Note that because no entry has
a value larger than 2n dynamic range expansion cannot oc-
cur. We then rearrange the entries in HL2AB and AB2HL
so properties 5 and 6 hold. We accomplish this via a sort of
the LUTs according to the following pseudocode:

do {
For each L Column in HL2AB

Sort based on |(B − A)|
For each H Row in HL2AB

Sort based on (A + B)
} while (there was a swap)

During the sort process whenever a swap occurs in
HL2AB the corresponding entries in AB2HL are also
swapped. Figure 3 shows the HL2AB LUT for n = 3,
with a column and row breakout for a particular table en-
try. Note how all column entries satisfy property 5 and all
row entries satisfy property 6.

It was not clear beforehand that this sort would con-
verge. At this time we do not have a general proof that the
sort will always converge, however we tested this process
of creating tables for values 2 ≤ n ≤ 12, and our tests in-
dicate that in all cases the sort converges. We are unable to
test further since when n > 12 the tables become so large
they are impractical. For n = 13 a single LUT will contain
over 67 million entries and be 256 megabytes in size.

Figure 4 shows the (A,B) → (H,L) and (H,L) →
(A,B) transforms from the AB2HL and HL2AB LUTs af-
ter sorting, when n = 8. From these we see that TLHaar
performs the desired transform: for example, A and B that
are close in value have an H close to zero as shown by
the dark band on the diagonal of (A,B) → H . Figure 5
gives the histogram of the “Lena” image before and after a
TLHaar transform.

2.2 Sorted LUTs Are Not Unique

In section 2.1 we demonstrated the method used for cre-
ating the TLHaar LUTs, using a sort on an identity trans-
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Figure 5. The histogram of the original pixels and the trans-
form coefficients of the “Lena” image.

form. If the LUTs are initialized with a 1:1 mapping dif-
ferent from our original method, will the sort still result in
the same transform LUTs? The answer to this question is
no, implying that LUTs satisfying relationships 5 and 6 are
not unique. As a test we permuted one of the initialized
LUTs before sorting, by randomly swapping entries. The
corresponding entries in the other LUT were also swapped,
maintaining a 1:1 mapping. We then performed our sort on
the permuted tables. The resulting transform tables were
different from those of our original method. By varying the
number of swaps and the seed to the pseudorandom num-
ber generator we produced tables that were similar to each
other, but not identical.

3 TLHaar Implementation Optimizations

Because TLHaar operates on and produces n–bit data,
when n is both a power of 2 and an integer size common
in modern computer architectures (8–bit byte, 16–bit short
integer, etc.) it is possible to store the low–pass and high–



pass values in arrays of that integer type. This allows us to
implement and take better advantage of some special op-
timizations. Here we describe optimizations made for an
implementation that operates on 8–bit images.

We first altered how we perform table lookups in a
row transform. Since input values A and B are adja-
cent in memory, instead of reading A and B separately
and indexing the AB2HL LUT with both (i.e. HL =
AB2HL[A][B]) we cast the input array of bytes into an ar-
ray of 16–bit short integers, and read A and B together as a
single short AB. This allows us to perform a complete ta-
ble lookup using fewer operations: HL = AB2HL[AB].

We would like to use the above optimization when
performing a transform in the column direction. The stan-
dard row transform operates on an image one row at a time,
writing out the resulting low–pass values such that they are
contiguous in the row direction. Thus a given image col-
umn is not contiguous in memory. To solve this when per-
forming a row transform we transform two rows at a time.
Given the k-th pair of pixels from rows i and i+1 we trans-
form AiBi and Ai+1Bi+1, and place Li and Li+1 adjacent
to each other in preparation for the column transform. The
column transform can then proceed down columns in im-
age space, but along adjacent memory locations. The idea
behind the optimization is shown in figure 6. The right side
shows the low–pass values ordered in memory.

AB2HL

AB2HL

i

i+1

AB2HL

AB2HL
i

i+1

Ai Bi

Ai+1 Bi+1 Ai+1 Bi+1

Ai Bi

Li Li+1

Ai Bi Ai Bi

Ai+1 Bi+1 Ai+1 Bi+1

Li Li+1

Li Li+1Li Li+1

Figure 6. The TLHaar row transform data reordering opti-
mization. The top shows the normal transform procedure,
and the bottom the reordering procedure.

4 Results

To obtain the results in this paper we assembled a suite of
8–bit images. The images fall into the following categories:

• BW Lines. A collection of 106 bilevel
(black–and–white) line figures. Each figure is small,
an example size being 108 by 110 pixels [5].

• LineArt. A set of 18 line art images. Each image has
shading, gradient fills, and the like.

• ObjectBank. A set of 122 computer–rendered images
of everyday objects [5].

• MRI. A set of 185 MRI scans. Each image is 256 by
256 pixels [6].

• ccitt. Eight of the standard bilevel (black–and–white)
ccitt FAX test images [7]. Each is 1728 by 2376
pixels.

• DB1 B. A set of 80 fingerprint scans[8]. Each is 300
by 300 pixels.

• DB2 B. A set of 80 fingerprint scans. These are the
same fingerprints as in DB1 B, but each image is 256
by 364 pixels, and the images have been processed to
bring out details.

• Photos. A set of 29 photographic images [9, 10].
These include standard test images (such as “Lena”)
and personal photographs from the lead author.

• r2 slices. A set of 221 randomly selected images
extracted from the data produced by a
Richtmeyer–Meshkov mixing simulation, described
in [11].

• Power2. This is a selection of images from Photos,
where each image is square and has an edge length
that is a power of 2. These are used to evaluate the
reordering method described in section 3.

In each table of results the column heading “% Gain” in-
dicates gains obtained using TLHaar over the S–transform
(positive percentage meaning TLHaar is better).

4.1 Execution Time

To compare execution times we implemented procedures to
perform the S–transform and TLHaar transforms on 8–bit
grayscale images, and optimized each separately. We also
implemented versions of TLHaar and the S–transform that
perform data reordering and operate on square images with
edge lengths that are a power of 2. Timings were taken on
a 550 MHz PowerBook G4 running MacOS 10.1.5. The
time given is an average over 10 transform runs, where a
run transforms all images in a particular category, and in-
cludes only the time taken to transform the image. Execu-
tion times are given in table 1.

4.2 Compressibility of Coefficients

As our main interest in developing TLHaar was to create a
fixed–width transform we are not greatly concerned about
how efficiently TLHaar’s coefficients compress compared
to the S–transform. If the resulting compression ratio of
TLHaar coefficients is within a percent or two of the rate
obtained by the S–transform, we are content. To get a
feel for how coefficients generated by TLHaar compress
compared to those produced by the S–transform we trans-
formed the test images and then compressed the results
using three freely available compression programs: gzip1,

1http://www.gzip.org



Transform Time (sec)
Category TLHaar S–transform % Gain

BW Lines 0.06368 0.06540 2.63
LineArt 0.15289 0.27621 44.65

ObjectBank 0.90947 1.08220 15.96
MRI 0.45442 0.55188 17.66

MRI (reord) 0.38121 0.51650 26.19
ccitt 1.31669 1.96779 33.09

DB1 B 0.25860 0.36670 29.48
DB2 B 0.31501 0.35577 11.46
Photos 1.02017 1.34319 24.05

r2 slices 0.31479 0.39773 20.85
Power2 0.23322 0.31506 25.98

Power2 (reord) 0.20557 0.29665 30.70

Table 1. Our test image categories and their transform
times. (reord) indicates execution time using the reorder-
ing method of section 3.

bzip2, and an arithmetic coder available from Alistair Mof-
fat3. We used binary and byte arithmetic encoding.

To gauge the effect of sign bits on the compress-
ibility of S–transform coefficients we compressed them in
two ways. In the first method the coefficient magnitudes
were written as a stream of bytes and compressed, and the
sign bit for each nonzero magnitude was appended uncom-
pressed. In the second method coefficient magnitudes were
written as a stream of bytes, and then a binary stream con-
sisting of the sign bits of all nonzero magnitudes was ap-
pended. The combined stream was then compressed.

Due to lack of space we present in table 2 results only
for the former method, as it presents the S–transform more
favorably and the comparison to TLHaar is more fair. Gen-
erally when the latter method is used, the S–transform co-
efficients do not compress nearly as much as the TLHaar
coefficients. With byte arithmetic coding the TLHaar coef-
ficients always compress to a smaller size. Some example
results in this case are TLHaar being 4.45% better in the
Photos category and 7.23% better in the MRI category.

Results for TLHaar in table 2 are when using unper-
muted tables, as described in section 2.1. We do not include
the size of the transform LUTs in the TLHaar coefficient
sizes. The tables are a static part of the transform process
and are therefore known ahead of time, so in a coding ap-
plication the tables do not need to be sent as part of the
encoded data.

5 Conclusions and Future Research

The suitableness of TLHaar depends primarily on the need
for protecting data against loss. If data needs to be pro-
cessed losslessly in a fixed–width environment, TLHaar—
by virtue of its fixed–width nature alone—is superior to the
S–transform.

2http://sources.redhat.com/bzip2/
3http://www.cs.mu.oz.au/˜alistair/arith_coder/

From our timing tests it appears that TLHaar is faster
than the S–transform, particularly when data reordering is
implemented. The only case in which TLHaar’s speed is
close to that of the S–transform is when the images are
rather small, as is the case with the BW Lines image set.
Although the best case 44% speed increase in our tests
may not appear to be a large gain, we point out that this
speed gain is being taken against a wavelet transform that
is already very fast. These speed results are promising, but
further tests on different hardware platforms are needed to
obtain a better indication of TLHaar’s execution time.

From our simple compression tests TLHaar coef-
ficients appear to compress significantly more than S–
transform coefficients when the data being processed is
bilevel, or contains lines or hard edges (as are in the
BW Lines, LineArt, ObjectBank, ccitt, and DB2 B sets).
For other classes of images the results are mixed, and
vary depending on the coding method used. For exam-
ple, when using gzip as the compressor, the TLHaar coef-
ficients produced for the Photos category compress 0.78%
worse than the S–transform coefficients. The gap widens to
2.43% worse when binary arithmetic coding is used. Con-
versely for the MRI data set gzip compresses TLHaar co-
efficients 1.78% worse than S–transform coefficients, but
using byte arithmetic encoding this gap narrows to only
0.013% worse. Given that TLHaar was designed to operate
in a fixed–width environment and the S–transform was not,
we feel these compression rates are acceptable.

We do not expect our current implementation of TL-
Haar to be very useful for lossy compression. Future re-
search will focus on developing variations of TLHaar that
are more suitable for lossy techniques.

Other research will center around studying the LUTs
in more detail. During the transform process each image
type only touches a small percentage of the total entries
in the LUT. These entries are often in clusters. It may
therefore be possible to create LUTs for specific data types
by optimizing only those parts of the LUT that the image
touches.
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Image TLHaar S–transform % Gain TLHaar S–transform % Gain
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